Handheld Confetti/Streamer Launcher
Duty of Care & Instructions

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: IF CONFETTI/STREAMER LAUNCHER
MISFIRES DUE TO NEGLIGENCE, MISUSE OR ABUSE, NO REFUND
SHALL APPLY AND KABOOM CONFETTI ACCEPTS NO RESPONSIBILITY.

To fire hand held launcher(s)
1. Break top seal of tube by removing sticker so that total payload can launch unrestricted.
2. Hold the top section of the launcher tightly and steadily.
3. Ensure the directional arrow is pointing away from your face and body.
4. Aim as high over audience’s head as possible without possible impact on the ceiling.
Minimum aiming clearanceabove audience heads is 1 metre in the direction of the confetti launch.
5. Use your dominate hand to twist the bottom section of the launcher.
Note: Keep launcher away from your body as there may be some recoil when launcher operates.
Points of Attention
1. Never point the launcher at persons, animals, objects or powerlines.
2. Be aware of persons around you at all times.
3. Do not store near source of heat or in a driect sunlight for prolonged periods of time.
4. Do not throw, puncture or incinerate the launcher as it contains a pressurised vessel.
5. This is NOT A TOY and must be handled by responsible persons at all times.
6. Do not aim towards any fragile items such as light fixtures and chandleliers.
7. After launching please dispose of thoughtfully.
8. All contents are flame retardant.
9. Contents are water resistant, not waterproof - colours may run.
10. If launcher fails to operate after following the instructions above do not discard contact Kaboom Confetti for advice.
11. Launchers are powered by Nitrogen and can be transported under UN3164.
DO NOT transport by air.
12. If cannon fails to operate after the above instructions.
DO NOT disgard - contact Kaboom Confetti for advice.
This duty of care / instructions are provided by Kaboom Confetti, by operating provided equipment you
acknowledge that you have been provided with written instruction, have read and fully understand
contained information, you accept that the responsibility to install and operate this equipment safely under
circumstances and conditions existing at the intended time of operation falls with you.
The below table represents approximate firing distances. Actual range will vary depending on choice of fill,
inside/outisde location and prevailing wind and weather conditions.
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